TACTILIS TAKES TOP HONOURS AT FROST & SULLIVAN INVESTOR TECHVISION FORUM

26th October 2015

SINGAPORE. Tactilis Pte. Limited, manufacturers of a new biometric computer card,
recently won “Best Start Up Company” at the Frost & Sullivan GIL 2015: Asia Pacific event
which took place at the Conrad Centennial Singapore on the 15th October 2015. The event
was attended by over 300 business leaders and government representatives from across the
region to discuss the current status and future of digital transformation.
A key highlight of the day’s programme was the Investor Techvision Forum 2015 - a
Dragon’s Den style showcase of innovative technologies, products, or services competing to
find Singapore’s ‘Champion Start Up’. Tactilis participated as one of five quality start-up
companies that Frost & Sullivan researched and felt had the business potential to make
national and international impact.
Each company presented its product summary and business model followed by Q&A session
from the appointed panel of judges that included, Aroop Zutshi (Global President &
Managing Partner, Frost & Sullivan), Deepak Natarajan (Director, Intel Capital), Azeem M.
Azimuddin (CFO & Advisor to Chairman, Aya Bank Ltd., Myanmar) and Peter Lundie
(Managing Partner, Agent3).
Tactilis Founder & CEO, Michael Gardiner, presented the computer card, its applications
across a number of key industries and explained how Tactilis could play a significant role in
identity verification and personal data protection.
The judges deliberated all five pitches for over half an hour before declaring that they “had
reached a unanimous decision”. Head of the forum judging panel, Azeem M. Azimuddin
concluded, “If you have a product in your pocket that allows highly secure transactions
whilst eliminating five other products in your pocket, you really have a powerful
proposition” before announcing Tactilis as the 2015 winners and presenting the prize check
of SGD 2,500.
Tactilis Founder & CEO, Michael Gardiner later said, “We are delighted that the potential of
our biometric card to make a major impact in the global security space was recognized by
such an esteemed forum.”
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ABOUT TACTILIS
Tactilis is an electronic design and manufacturing company specializing in miniaturization
and biometrics technology. It’s card products harness the ultimate security of biometrics
with powerful computing capabilities to offer user's a more secure method of verifying their
identity and protecting their data across a multitude of real world applications. Our aim is
to mitigate ID theft and fraud via the smart deployment and utilization of unique and
advanced biometrics.
To learn more about Tactilis and its products, contact:
Simon Donnellan
tel:
+60.13.312.2070
email: sales@tactilis.com
web: www.tactilis.com

ABOUT FROST & SULLIVAN
Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, enables clients to accelerate growth and
achieve best in class positions in growth, innovation and leadership. The company's Growth
Partnership Service provides the CEO and the CEO's Growth Team with disciplined research
and best practice models to drive the generation, evaluation and implementation of
powerful
growth strategies.
Frost & Sullivan leverages over 50 years of experience in partnering with Global 1000
companies, emerging businesses and the investment community from more than 40 offices
on six continents.
To learn more about Frost & Sullivan, contact:
Sanjay Singh, Vice President – Asia Pacific
tel:

+65.6890.0252

email: sanjay.singh@frost.com
web: www.frost.com
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